Being Green

Unit

2

Lesson 1

A

Listen and read

If we put the boat under
the branches of these
trees, nobody will see it.
Good idea! Then we
can walk to the other
side of the island.

Can you hear something, Jack?

Yes. It sounds like people
cutting down trees, and it’s
coming from over there.

o

n

Look next to
those tents!
They’re collecting
mushrooms, too.

Yes, and can you see all that
rubbish? And the smoke we
     

This is terrible! They are
not allowed to cut down
trees in a nature reserve.

If I take some photos,
we’ll be able to show
them to the police.

p

q

And here they are
catching crabs.
This is a disaster!

What will we do if
they catch us? Let’s
hide and watch what
happens.

If they take all the
animals and plants, there
won’t be anything left to
protect here soon.

r
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s

And there’s Captain
Peters’ yacht, and
some people are coming
towards the island.

Grammar Box

C Match the words and the pictures

First Conditional

a) mushrooms

We use the First Conditional to talk about
something which will probably happen in the
present or in the future. Sentences in the First
Conditional have two clauses. The if clause uses
if followed by the Present Simple and the result
clause uses the Future Simple.
If we put the boat under these trees, nobody will see
it.
We can write negative sentences in the First
Conditional.
One clause can be negative:
If they take all the animals and plants, there (will not)
won’t be anything left to protect here soon.
Or both clauses can be negative:
If we don’t do something, there (will not) won’t be
anything left to protect here soon.
For the interrogative example, use:
What will we do if they catch us?
Note:
It doesn’t matter which clause comes first, but if we
put the if clause first then we use a comma. If the
result clause comes first, we don’t use a comma.
If you grow plants, your garden will be beautiful.
Your garden will be beautiful if you grow plants.

B Put the verbs in brackets into the
correct tenses to make First
Conditional sentences
n
If it ___________ (rain), I will get very wet.
o
If they _____________ (not come) now, we will be

b) rubbish
c) a fire
d) a tent
e) a crab
f) a branch

Sounds of English

D

a) Read these pairs of words. What is the difference
between the sound of e (/e/ vs //) in each pair?
Listen to check.

n
o

we

them

tree

terrible

b) Now put these words in the correct column
depending on their e sounds.
see

protect
tree /tr/

let’s

tent

them /ðem/

late.

p
She ______________ (not be) happy if you don’t

n ________

p________

o ________

q ________

invite her.

q
We _____________ (go) with you if you show us
the way.

r
If I _____________ (not pass) this exam, I won’t go
into the next class.

s
You will enjoy the film if you _______ (watch) it
tonight.

t
_____ the dogs ____________ (like) it if you take
them to the seaside?

E Photo World
Look at the picture! We’re
on an island in Australia.
Look at the next two pages!

u
Where _______ you ______ (live) if you move to
France?
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Unit

2

Lesson 2

Yes, and it’s uninhabited. The
sea is really clean and clear.
This is a wonderful island.
Look at those beaches!

A

Look and say

B

Look at the picture on pages 20-21.
a) Describe what you can see with a partner. Use the
words in the box.
e.g: The island has a white beach around it.
a beach
around
clean

sand
middle
tourists

trees
water
a hotel

a colour
the sea
a harbour

b) Ask and answer the questions with a partner.

n
How long and wide is this island?
o
What lives on the island?
p
In what ways is it different from the island that Jack
and Olivia are on?

C

Nationalities, languages and
origins: Australia/Australian

Look at these sentences.
This picture shows an Australian island.
The island is in Australia.
The people from this country are called Australian
and they speak English.
Put the correct words in these sentences.

nCanberra is the capital of _________________ .
oThe kangaroo is an ______________ wild animal.
pThere are a lot of deserts in _________________.
qMany ____________________ are very good at
swimming.

r___________________ wine is very good.
sPeter’s from Sydney. He’s ___________________ .

Listen, look and learn

an aluminium can

a plastic bag

a battery

a rubbish bin

a plastic bottle

a newspaper

D Writing
Work with a partner, and write what we use the six things in Exercise C for.
e.g. We use an aluminium can to put drinks and food in.
We use aluminium cans to keep food and drinks fresh in.
n
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

o
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
p
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
q
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
r
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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E Speaking

G Vocabulary

Make First Conditional sentences about the six things
from Exercise C.

Look at this word: bicycle. It is made of two parts: bimeaning two, and cycle meaning something which
goes round, in this case wheels.

e.g. If we don’t use aluminium cans, the food will not
stay fresh.
If we use aluminium cans, it is an easy way to
store food for a long time.
We can keep food for a long time if we use
aluminium cans.
Work in a group of four. Share your ideas about each
thing.

F Writing
Write some First Conditional sentences about other
things in your home.
e.g. use / washing machine
If we don’t use the washing machine, it takes a
long time to wash the clothes.

Perhaps you know about the water cycle, where the
water in lakes and the sea turns into vapour and goes
up into the sky to make clouds. The clouds then drop
water as rain and snow. This water goes into the lakes
and the seas… and so on… it goes round and round.

n
feed / my pet
 ___________________________________________
o
water / the flowers
 ___________________________________________
p
change / my clothes
 ___________________________________________
q
tidy / my room
 ___________________________________________
r
clean / teeth

___________________________________________
s
make your own sentence!
 ___________________________________________
Give your writing to your partner and take your
partner’s writing. Read it. Tell them if you see
anything you think is not right. Listen to what they
say about your writing. Correct anything you think
needs correcting.

So we use the word recycle (where re- means again)
to talk about using things again. For example, we can
recycle five of the six things in Exercise C. Which one
don’t we recycle?

H Speaking
Answer these questions yourself, then ask a partner.
Answer their questions.

yDo you recycle anything at home? If so, what?
yDo you recycle anything at school? If so, what?
yWhere are the nearest recycling bins?
yDo you think recycling is important?
Why/why not?
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